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The stationary state and fluctuations of the system of electrons in an anisotropic semi con
ductor in a strong electric field are considered for the case of scattering by acoustic pho
nons within the limits of a single energy minimum with a nondegenerate bottom. The calcu
lation is performed within the framework of the deformation-potential theory without intro
duction of a relaxation time. The results are expressed in terms of the weak field electric 
conductivity tensor. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE principles of the theory of hot electrons were 
laid down .in a paper of Davydov [1], who obtained 
the stationary nonequilibrium distribution function 
of the carriers and the current in a semiconductor 
in a strong electric field. It was assumed that the 
scattering is from acoustic phonons, and that the 
electron and phonon spectra and the transition 
probabilities are isotropic. In the case of a non
equilibrium system it is of interest, in addition to 
finding the stationary state, to calculate the fluc
tuation deviations from this state, for there are 
no general relations of the Kallen-Welton type in 
the nonequilibrium case. This problem, under the 
same assumptions concerning the mechanism of 
scattering and the spectrum, was solved by Price[2J 
(case of low-frequency fluctuations) and by one of 
the authors [3] (general case). 

Real semiconductors differ in their properties 
from the simplest model on which Davydov's 
theory was based in at least two respects: a) the 
scattering is not only by the acoustic phonons but 
also by the optic phonons and by the phonons that 
give rise to intervalley transitions; b) the elec
tron and phonon spectra and the probabilities of 
the electron-phonon scattering are anisotropic. 
Many papers have been devoted to an account of 
these circumstances (see the review by Page [4] 

and also [5- 7]). The anisotropy, however, has 
been taken into account so far only to the degree 
to which it admits of introduction of the time or 
the relaxation -time tensor. 

The purpose of this paper is to make the 
analysis more general, within the framework of 

the deformation -potential theory, by taking into 
consideration the anisotropy of the crystal for the 
case of scattering by acoustic phonons within one 
energy valley with nondegenerate bottom. 

We shall show that owing to the quasielasticity 
of the scattering, the hot electrons in an aniso
tropic crystal are described, in spite of the ap
parent complexity of the picture, by the same 
characteristic equations as in the isotropic model. 
The anisotropy, on the other hand, is manifest in 
the dependence of the corresponding parameters 
in these equations on the electric conductivity 
tensor u in a weak electric field, and on the rna
terial constant-a certain combination of the com
ponents of the reciprocal effective mass tensors 
and the deformation potential. In particular, the 
anisotropy does not influence the form of the en
ergy distribution function F (E), but makes the 
parameter that characterizes the degree of heat
ing dependent on the orientation of the field rela
tive to the principal axes of the ellipsoid: 

F = F(aa11E 2, e), (1.1) 

where a is proportional to the indicated material 
constant, and O"ii is the electric conductivity in 
the weak field in the direction in which a strong 
field E has now been produced. The dependence 
of the current density on the magnitude and 
direction of the field is given by the formula 1) 

(1.2) 

1)When the electric conductivity tensor aik is proportional to 
the tensor of the reciprocal effective mass (1/m)ik, expression 
(1.2) goes over into the corresponding formulas of [• ' 71 Price[7] 

also constructed a fluctuation theory for this case. 
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The analytic form of the functions F and K, as 
already mentioned, is the same as in the isotropic 
model. The appearance of the parameter a in the 
formulas makes it possible in principle to deter
mine experimentally the corresponding combina
tion of the effective masses and the constants of 
the deformation potential. 

The conclusion that the nature of the equations 
and the form of the energy distribution function 
are independent of the anisotropy, deduced for 
scattering by acoustic phonons, is in general true 
for such a quasielastic scattering mechanism, in 
which the transition probability W is homogeneous 
as a function of the variable Pi and Pi, ( i = x, y, z ) . 
If the relaxation with respect to the momenta is 
determined, for example, by two scattering mech
anisms, which depend differently on the energy, 
then the dependence of the distribution function 
and of the current on the orientation of the elec
tric field is in general more complicated in the 
anisotropic case. On the other hand, in a real 
situation the momentum relaxation is determined 
only by the acoustical phonons, and the energy loss 
by the electron is noticeably influenced also by 
the contribution of the optical phonons. We can 
generalize our analysis to such a case. 

2. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AND CURRENT IN 
THE STATIONARY CASE 

Let the electron and the phonon dispersion laws 
be 

n=~· 
q 

Then the transition probability is 

TVpp' = 2; h [cq1 [2 [Nqi<'lp•,p+liq <'l(ep•-Bp-1iroqi) 
q} 

(2.1) 

+ (Nqj + 1) <'lp·, p-i'lq (\ (Bp•- Bp + 1iroqj)], (2.2) 

1i 
[ Cqj [2 = ~2-- (A~p, elq~)2. (2 .3) 

proqi 

Here Aaf3 is the deformation-potential tensor and 
ej are the orthonormal polarization vectors. 

The stationary distribution function Fp of the 
electrons in the electric field E is described by 
the kinetic equation 

oFp F 
eE;a-=1 P• p; 

where I is the collision operator 

IFp = h(Wp'pFp·- Wpp'Fp). 
p' 

(2 .4) 

(2.5) 

The manipulations required to solve (2 .4) are 
similar to those given in a paper by Gantsevich 
and one of the authors [B], the method of which will 
now be employed. Resolving Fp into even and odd 
parts: 

F F ++ v- u + 1 (F F p = 'p 1' p' 1' p- = 2 p + -p). 

(2 .6) 

and using the fact that the operator I conserves 
parity (since W -p, -p' = Wp, p' if I c_q 12 = I cq 12 

and W-q = wq ), we obtain the equations 
aF-

eE;- =IF+ (2.7) 
ap; , 

aF+ 
eEk- =IF- (2.8) 

apk 

or 
aF+ 

F- = eEhi-1-·. a ph 
(2.9) 

In the function y+ we separate in turn the part 
that depends only on the energy 

(2.10) 

h<'l (ep- Bp•) llFp• = 0. (2.11) 
p' 

The scattering by the acoustic phonons is al
most elastic 

(2.12) 

and therefore the energy relaxation is much 
slower than the quasi -momentum relaxation. We 
introduce for estimating purposes the character
istic times T E and T P such that in order of 
magnitude we have 

If(e) ~ T•-1/(e), Jf(p) ~ -rp-1/(p) (2 .13) 

for the function f (E) that depends only on the 
energy, and for the function f (p) with vanishing 
mean value on the surface Ep = canst, respectively. 
Neglecting inelasticity, we have 

If (p) = Z:rt h [ Cqj [2 (2Nqi + 1) <'I (ep+i'lq- ep) 
1i q,i 

X [/ (p + liq)- j (p)], (2.14) 

so that If ( Ep ) = 0 in the elastic approximation; 
in the first nonvanishing approximation 

(2 .15) 
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or 

Let us estimate the ratio of the functions 
.6-Fp/F(Ep) in (2.10). We substitute (2.9) and 
(2.10) in (2.7); we get 

(2 .16) 

a a 
e2E;En "-I~ 1 -, - (F (ep) + llF) =IF (ep) +I llF (2.17) 

up; i:Jpn 

or 

(2.18) 

(l- 1oF(Ep)/op ~ TpoF(Ep)lop). Since Tp « TE, 
the electron loses within a time T p an energy 
.6-E ~ ( T piT E); on the other hand, during this 
time the electron receives from the field an en
ergy .6-E ~ eEVTp, where V is the average drift 
velocity, determined by the condition mV 
~ eETv· Comparing both values of .6-E, we obtain 

(2 .19) 

Then, from (2.18) 

llF I F(ep) ~ Tp I Te ~ mw2 IT. (2.20) 

This, however, denotes that both terms in the 
right side of (2 .17) are of the same order. To 
make the second term small, we average (2.17) 
over the constant-energy surface 

+ 2]6(e-ep)IL1Fp. 
p 

Since 

If (P) = 2] 6 ( e - ep) If (p) 
p 

= 2] 6 (e- ep) [Wp•p/ (p')- Wpp·/ (p)] 
pp' 

= 2] Wp·p/ (p') (6 (e- ep)- 6 (e- ep·)), (2 .22) 
pp' 

If ( p) vanishes in the elastic approximation, un
like If (p ): at the same time the averaging does 
not change the order of magnitude of the term 
IF ( Ep ); thus 

lllF I JF(ep) ~ "Ji'mw2 IT. (2 .23) 

The terms with .6-F in (2 .9) and (2.21) are 
therefore small. Discarding them and integrating 
the left side of (2.21) by parts, we get 

eE; _I}_ (2] 6 (e- ep) v;F-) =IF (ep), (2 .24) 
de P 

( V; ::=: aep) • 
ap; 

(2 .25) 

In the elastic approximation, as can be seen 

from (2.14) 

If (ep) I (p) =I (ep) If (p). (2.26) 

This property is possessed also by the inverse 
operator r- 1, so that 

F- = eEk dF (ep) J-1vk. (2 .27) 
dep 

Substituting (2 .27) in (2 .24) we obtain the balance 
equation 

2
1 EiEk _I}_ ( dF (~ O;k (e)) =IF (e). 

de de 

The quantity 

Oik (e)= 2e2 2] 6 (e- ep) v;l-1vk, 
p 

turns out to depend on E only as a factor [a] 

a;k(e) = a;k0·e. 

(2 .28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

To verify this, let us examine (2.14) in greater 
detail. It contains the expression 

~lcqJI2 (2Nqi+ 1); 
; 

(2. 31) 

Substituting Nqj ~ T lnwqj and using the explicit 
form of (2 .3) for I Cqj 12, we see that (2 .31) is a 
linear combination of the quantities qaqp I q2, that 
is, a homogeneous function of qi of zeroth order. 
Further, in the coordinates 

Pa. = (m I ma.) 'l'pa., Qa. = (m I ma.) 'hqa., 

= 6 (!iQ P cos 8 + '!!_(/!_) = __111-__ o (cos 8 + !iQ) 
m '2m !iPQ '2P ' 

(2.32) 

where fJ is the angle between P and Q. In addi
tion, recalling that dq = dQ, we go over from ~q 
to the integral over the angles and over the 
dimensionless quantity X = nQ/P within the limits 
defined by the a-function (2.32): 

2Pjh 

)' -+-1- I dq-+-1- I dQ-+-1- I (,!ZdQ ~ dQ-+ 
~ ( 2n )" .l ( 2n) 3 .l ( 2n) 3 ~ -' 

1 2 
-+---P3 I xZdx I dQ 

('2n/i)3 ~ .l ' 
(2.33) 

so that 
2 

Ij(p)=P ~dx ~ dQtjJ(Q,x)[f(p+liq)-/(p)]. (2.34) 

Let now f ( p) depend only on the direction of p, 
but not on its absolute value. Then 

If(n) = "JI'e<p(n), (2 .35) 
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or, in particular, I- 1vi is a homogeneous function 
of Pk of zeroth order. The remaining factors and 
the summation over p in (2.29) give as a net re
sult precisely the factor E. Thus, (2.30) is cor
rect. We note that the property O"ik ( E ) 
= vikll (E) is not general. If two quasielastic 
scattering mechanisms, with different energy 
dependences, are influential and if one cannot in
troduce the relaxation time, this relation does not 
hold true in general. 

The quantity u ~k can be expressed in terms of 
the electric conductivity tensor in the weak elec
tric field u ik 

CJ;k = 2e2 2J v;/-1vk dFo (e) 
P de 

<;> dF 
= ~ de de 0 2e2 ~ o (e- ep) v;T-1vk 

(2 .36) 

where F 0 (E) is the equilibrium distribution func
tion. The left side of (2.28) has thus been trans
formed into 

The right side is[s,s] 

]F(ep) =2Jo(e-ep)IF(ev) 
p 

= 2n 2J [ cq; J2 o (ep + Piu)qi- ep+liq) 
Pi pqj 

x [o (ep-e)- o (ep + liroqi- e)] 

(2 .37) 

(2 .38) 

Expanding in terms of the inelasticity, we obtain 
(cf. the results of Davydov [t]) 

JF(ep)= ;e[A(e)(1+T d~)F(e)J, (2.39) 

A (e)= 2n ~ j cqi J2 roqi ~ 6 (e- ep) o (ep- ep+.~q)· (2 .40) 
qj p 

Calculation in terms of the coordinates P a and 
Qa yields 

Eo2 = 3~ 2J. (N) a.a.ma, (2 .41) 
a. 

so that 

T';, 
Ts(e) = Tso-,1-, e' 

n;/t4p m'J, 
't'so = 2m3EoZ .· 2'/,T'/, · (2 .43) 

The quantity T s ( E ) plays the role of the charac
teristic energy relaxation time, and T so = T s ( T). 

Equation (2 .28) assumes finally the form 

d dF d ( d 
:JJEF (e)= eE2 {i8 e de +de e2 1 + T di:) F = 0, (2.44) 

where 

Here n0 is the electron concentration and O"JI is 
the electric conductivity parallel to the weak 
electric field. Equation (2.44) is the same as in 
the isotropic model; its solution is 

e: 2;T2 
F=N(eT+eE2) E e-EfT, (2 .47) 

where N is a normalizing factor. 
Let us calculate the current density 

J; = 2e 2Jv;Fp- = 2e2E~c 2J1•;/-1vk dFd~ep) 
p p p 

:;' dF co 

= Ek ~ deCiik (e) de = -cr;k0Ek ~ F (e) de 
0 0 

Ill (eE2) = T'h ~ F de/ r Fe'/, de. (2 .49) 
0 0 

Expression (2 .48) shows that the direction of the 
current J (from one ellipsoid!), for a specified 
direction of E is the same in strong and weak 
fields. The expression (2 .48) for the current takes 
the form 

l; = o~ En, (2 .50) 

where the "electric conductivity" is 
n''' 

oii,_E = ylll (aouE2 ) O';n. (2 .51) 

In the case when EE » T, when 

F ~ const · exp ( -E 2/2Ek) we have 
5 T ~ ~ T~ 

Ci;kE = 2'1•r(L;)(-;;) CJ;k=z'1•r(~) a'I•E'/, :,;~/• ;(2.52) 

In the opposite limiting case EE << T ("warm 
electrons") we have 

Gii,E = [ 1- 2(1-ln 2) a~~~2 J O';!J.. (2.53) 

]F (ep) = - 1- _!__ ~ [e2 (1 + T ~) F (e)], 
~o(e-ep) 't's(e) e de de 

(2.42) These formulas make it possible to determine 
experimentally the value of the parameter a. Ac-

p 
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cording to (2.46), this yields a quantity 

m'~>Eo2 = ~ (m!mzms)'f, ~ (A2 )aama 
3 a 

(2.54) 

which is a combination of the components of the 
deformation tensor and of the effective-mass 
tensor. 

3. CURRENT FLUCTUATIONS 

The distribution function F p and the current 
density J fluctuate about their mean values, 
assuming at each instant of time certain values 
Fp = Fp + c5Fp(t) and J =J + g(r, t). We are 
interested in the current density fluctuations 
averaged over a certain selected volume V0 of 
the order of the sample volume (in particular, in 
the fluctuation of the total current flowing in the 
circuit), that is, fluctuations of the quantity 

gi(t)=l,~ ~ d3rgi(r,t). (3.1) 
O Ytl 

We are considering the case of total ionization of 
the impurities, when there is no generation and 
recombination of the carriers. The deviations of 
the number of particles in the selected volume 
V0 from the mean, N = V0n..!l.!__ would in the case of 
an ideal gas be ( b.N2 )id = N2 - N2 ~ N. We shall 
show that in the case of an equilibrium state in a 
gas of charged particles, the deviations are 
smaller by a factor ( Rn/L )2, where Rn is the 
De bye radius and L - V0 113 • A change b.N in the 
number of electrons in the volume V0 changes 
the charge on it by b.Q = eb.N. The minimum work 
necessary to bring this change about in reversible 
fashion is b.Q2/2C ~ e2b.N2/L, where C is the 
capacitance of the selected region of the sample, 
and C ~ L. But then the mean value ( b.N2 )chis 
determined in the case of fluctuations by the con
dition e2 ( b.N2 lch/L ~ T, hence 

(L\N2) ch ~ LT -~ ~ ( RD ') 2, 

(L\N2)id e2 N L 

since TV0/e2N- Rb. Thus, if the dimensions L 
are much larger than the Debye radius, we can 
assume that the concentration of the electrons 
does not fluctuate: 

(3.2) 

and we can consider only fluctuations in velocity 
space. 

Our problem is to calculate the Fourier com
ponents of the correlators gi ( t + T) ~ ( t) 
= gi ( T) ~ (the superior bar denotes averaging 
over t for fixed value of T) in the stationary 

nonequilibrium state considered in the preceding 
section. We begin with an examination of the 
correlator c5Fp ( T) ~· When T > 0 it describes 
the dissolution of a fluctuation that has a definite 
value at T = 0, and obeys an equation of the 
kinetic type: 

:-r: oFp(-r) gk + e (E + ! [vHJ) 8~ oFp (-r:) g" 

-IoFp(-r:)gk= 0. (3.3) 

For the quantity 

1 00 

yPk(ffi) = Z;t~ d-r:ei"''oFp(-r:)gk (3.4) 
0 

it takes the form 

-iffir/(ffi) + e (E + ~[vHJ) :P yPk(ffi) 

1 --
- Ir k(ffi) = -2 oFpgk. 

p :n: 
(3.5)* 

From the condition (3.2) follows a corresponding 
condition for y: 

(3.6) 

The sought Fourier component of the correlator 
gi ( T) gk is expressed in terms of 'Y ~ in the 
following manner: 

1c:: __ 1r 
(gigk)w = Z:n: ~ ei"''gi (-.:) gk d-r: = Z:n: ~ ei"''gi (-.:) gk d-r: 

-oo 0 

+ '2~,; ~ e-i"''gk (-r:) gi d-r: = 2e ~ (vpiypk (ffi} + vpkypi (- w)). 
0 p (3.7) 

Equation (3.5) was derived in a paper by one of 
the authors [3] (formula (6)), but an error has 
crept into that paper in the subsequent transfor
mation of the right side. We shall repeat the 
transformation here (see [T] ). In order to calculate 
the mean value of oF pgk, which characterizes the 
correlation of the fluctuations at the same instant 
of time, we represent it in the form 

(3.8) 

where F is designated explicitly by the index v, 
which marks the spin state of the electron. 

We denote the combination of indices p and v 
by f.., and obtain the mean value 

(3.9) 

It is obvious that F~ = F~. On the other hand, we 

cannot set Fr..Fr..' (f.. ~f..') equal to Fi\. Fr..'• as may 
seem reasonable at first glance. As noted above, 

*[vH] = v x H. 
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the number of particles N = n0 V0 in the volume 
V0 is assumed fixed. The mean value FA_FA.' is 
the probability that the state A.' is occupied if it 
is known with assurance that the state A. is oc
cupied, multiplied by the probability that the state 
A. is occupied. Assume that the state A. is occu
pied. Then the remaining N - 1 particles are 
distributed over the states in accordance with the 
distribution function F\. All that changes is the 
normalization of this function, so that the proba
bility of the state A.' being occupied is equal in 
this case to (( N - 1 )/N) FA.'· Then 

FJ.}'"' = ( (N- 1)/N)Jh..F'"'; 

from (3.16) and (3.17), in the same manner as 
used to derive (2.24) and (2.25), 

- iroyk (e)~ (I (e- ep) + eEi dd ~(I (e- ep) viyk- -JYk (e) 
p e p 

- (I + . )-1 [ E dy k ( eP) e ] 
rk = lOO e i dep Vi- 2:n: F (ep) Vk • (3.19) 

We substitute ,- in (3.18). Then there appears in 
this equation the quantity 

2e2 ~<'I (e- ep) vi (I+ irot1 vk. (3.20) 
p 

Thus, 

(3.10) In the general case it is impossible to separate an 
energy factor in this equation. Therefore the re
sults that follow are valid only if 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

where 

vlt = ~ Fp•Vp·"/~ Fp' = hfeno = n'l•akzEz IJ1f2eno (3.13) 
p'v' P'"'' 

is the drift velocity of the electrons (2.48). As
suming for simplicity that V0 = 1, we obtain (3.5) 
in final form 

-iror/(ro)+e(E+! [vHJ):pr/(ro)-/yPk(ro) 

(3.14) 

We proceed further in the same manner as 
when solving the equation for Fp· We break up 
the sought function 'Yp into even and odd parts 

++r-rp=rp p, 

and obtain from (3.14) the following equation 
( H = 0) 

· ++ E 0 - I + -lOOYk e t ...,-Yk - Yk 
vpi . 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(in the approximation in which mW2/T « 1 it is 
necessary to neglect VkF- compared with 
Vk F ( €)); the function 'Y p ~ 'Y ( Ep ) , and we obtain 

(3.21) 

(see (2.13)), or more accurately, if we can as
sume that 

(/ + iro) -tvi ::::::: J-tvi. (3.22) 

The final form of (3.18) is 

1 [ d ( e"• ) ' =-aaikE· 2-(eF)-F 1--m-' J 
2:n: ' de r''•. ' (3.23) 

where a is defined in (2.46). Thus, the quantity 
'Yk (E), connected with the fluctuations of the 
symmetrical part of the distribution function, is 
proportional to aa ikEi 

)'c./< (e) = aaihEiKw (ei, e) / 2:n:, (3 .24) 

where Kw ( Ej;;, E) is the solution of the equation 

· 1''.'• '1•K' + ux K-- 2 __!!__ ( F) lOO't"so e .;uE - de e 

-F t-m-( e'l• ) 
r'l• , 

and, according to (3.6), 
00 

~ K(e)e'l•de = 0. 
0 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

Equation (3.25) and the form of the function K are 
the same in the isotropic and anisotropic cases. 
However, just as in the case of F ( Et, E), in the 
anisotropic case K ( Ek, E) depends on the direc
tion of the electric field, since the latter governs 
also EE. 

Let us calculate (gi~)w as given by (3.7). 
Using (3.19), (3.22), (2.30), (2.36), and (3.24) we 
get 
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2 00 ~ 00 

(g;gn)ro = T'l•[ 2nn'h J F(e)e'hde] [ 2<J;n~ F(e)ede 

+ aailEz<JnzBl' r (K., (e)+ K_., (e)) de ]. (3 .27) 
0 

For the isotropic case O"ik = O"Dik we obtain the 
known result ( E II z ): 

+ 6nz eE2 ~ (K.,(e) + K_.,(e)) de J aT'I•. 
0 

(3 .28) 

In the case of low-frequency fluctuations, when 
wTso « 1, we discard the first term in (3.25); 
taking (3.26) into account, we obtain 

(i f x(x-2eF)de 
·'Ko (e) de=~ Fe (eE2 + Te) ' 
0 0 

E 

x (e)=~ (1-(e'/T)'1•m)F (e')de'. (3.29) 
0 

It is easy to verify that 2FE ~ K (E) ~ 0 for all 
E, so that 

00 

~ Ko(e)de < 0. 
0 

In the limiting cases 

Dz = 0.83. 

(3.29a) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

Let us compare the fluctuations with the re
sponse of a system in the same stationary non
equilibrium state to the action of a weak alter
nating field S'k = S'~e -iwt. The equation for 
;g~ ( w) (where ;g~ ( w )e-iwt is the correction to 

the stationary function F P) differs for S'~ = 1 
from Eq. (3.14) (which defines 'Y~) in the right 
side, which is equal to 

-e8Fp/ 8pn 

(see (12) in [3] ) • For the tensor 

a;k (ro) = 2e 2.; v;;§l (ro), 
p 

which determines the response current 

(3.32) 

(3 .33) 

(3 .34) 

derivations similar to those just presented lead to 
the expression 

+ aailEzaR.z'E~' r K.,1 (e) de] , 
0 

where KL is a solution of the equation 

. T'l• 'I•Kl + 67i Kl- 2 d ( dF (e)) 
lO>'t"80 e CUE - de e --cze- , 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

which again differs from (3.25) in the right side. 
Thus, the ratio usually called the noise tempera
ture is given by the formula 

(giglt)"' 2n ::::_-....:.=--=-,::,-~-
<J;k ( 0)) + <JR.;* ( 0)) 

00 00 

2a;n ~ Fede+aailEzakz,Ez, · ~ ( K., (e)+ K_., (e)) de 
0 0 

00 00 

2a;k ~ Fde + aailEz<J~tzBz, ~ (K.,1 (e)+K-ro1 (e))de 
0 0 (3.37) 

At low frequencies it is easiest to obtain Uik ( 0) 
by differentiating (2.48). since it is equal to 
oJi/oEk. In the limiting cases we have 

eE~T: cr;n(O) =ai1,[1-2(1-ln2)eE2T-2) 

- 4(1 -In 2)aT-2ailEzanz,Ez, 

and expression (3.37) takes the form 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

~ T· (~)';, <J;k- DlailEz<JnzBz, I awEzEz' . (3 .40 ) 
eE~ · 8E E E /2 E E ' n aik - ail z akl' l' au' z z' 

eE~T, i=k: r{t+ e;: +[-D2 +4(1-ln2)] 

(3.41) 

The first term in expression (3.27) for ( gf )w is 
connected with the fluctuations of the antisymmet
rical part of the distribution function and does not 
depend on w (so long as w « TP 1, as assumed 

before). The second term is determined by the fluc
tuations of the symmetrical part of the distribution 
function and exhibits dispersion when w ~ T; 1. It 
is equal to zero in directions perpendicular to the 
stationary current; the fluctuations of the symmetri-
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cal part of the distribution function influence only 
the fluctuations of the longitudinal current [3], 

partially suppressing them in the low-frequency 
case. The latter circumstance is connected with 
the neutrality condition (3.2). 
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